Abstract. The grounding grid plays an important role in the safe and reliable running of substation, The study on detection and fault diagnosis of grounding grid will provide an effective means for its state evaluation. This paper proposes a multiple parameter imaging method for grounding grid by pulsed electromagnetic inverse, that aims at accurate positioning and quantitative evaluation of corrosion and breakpoint for power system grounding grid, and the new method intends to realize the image reconstruction of electrical conductivity, permittivity and structure for grounding grid. Using the characteristics of electromagnetic wave propagating in different medium surface, the new method establishes the mathematical-physical model and analyzes the electromagnetic field propagation characteristics between grounding grid and the surrounding medium.
Introduction
The grounding grid plays an important role in the safe and reliable running of substation [1] [2] . Galvanized steel is the commonly used conductor material of grounding grid, the annual corrosion rate of galvanized steel is between 2mm~8mm. Poor welding and earthing short circuit current during construction cause poor electrical connection point of failure, that will inevitably lead to the safety performance suffered severe damage [3] [4] . The accidents of power system because of corrosion and fracture often happen in our country. On the other hand, the distribution state needs to be determined by a lack of grounding grid quantitative data.
The commonly used traditional methods such as electric network theory [5] [6] [7] [8] , magnetic fault diagnosis [9] [10] [11] and electrochemical detection [12] are difficult to realize quantitative evaluation of the fault and accurate positioning, then high resolution image that reflect the conduction performance of the ground grids is very meaningful. The assessment of grounding grid condition will be a new trend of grounding grid detection. Grounding grids diagnosis system based on electrical impedance tomography measurement principle [13] and Transient electromagnetic apparent resistivity imaging for break point diagnosis of grounding grids [14] are put forward in recent years. To overcome the shortcomings of existing traditional methods [15] , this paper proposes a new method, electromagnetic characteristics of intelligent imaging detection for grounding grids.
The Principle of Detection
The principle of intelligent imaging detection for grounding grid is described, emission source sending electromagnetic signals to underground medium through transmitting antennas, through electromagnetic field propagation between grounding grid and the surrounding medium, the receiver system receive the signal which contains the electrical conductivity and the permittivity information. Finally the image reconstruction can be realized through algorithm.
The modelling process mainly translate the practical engineering problem into electromagnetic fields and physical field problem. According to the characteristics of practical problem mathematical physics equations are derived. This paper establishes the mathematical-physical model, analyzes the electromagnetic field propagation characteristics between grounding grid and the surrounding medium.
The mathematical physics equations of solving area are established. Solving area contains air media, soil media, the radiation source and the metal of grounding grid. Basing on the electrical conductivity and permittivity, A  can be obtained in the process of forward problem.
In the solving process of inverse problem, measurement parameter can be used to reconstruct electrical conductivity and permittivity. First of all, the objective function was set, then it was solved by the damped least square method.
Numerical Simulation
The whole solving area which is 50m 50m  includes air media, soil media, the radiation source and the metal of grounding grid. Air media is 50m 25m  , soil media is 50m 25m  , metal sample which is 5m 0.04m  is located in underground 0.8m and the antennas is located above the ground. Eq.(2) ~(5) represent propagation feature of electromagnetic field in air area, radiation source, metal sample in soil and soil.
This paper deals with the equations using weak form and coefficient form, simulates the propagation rules of electromagnetic field in the soil and grounding grids. The result of two methods is put forward in this paper. Figure 1 shows the current density distribution. Three-dimensional models of grounding grid are analyzed in this paper, the samples respectively have the various shapes and structures which we can call respectively model one and model two，as shown in Figure 2 . The whole solving area includes air media, soil media, the radiation source and the metal of grounding grid. Sample model one is composed of round steel, its radius is 0.02m and the length Three-dimensional models are solved using weak form and coefficient form in order to demonstrating the accuracy of result. Two-dimensional field are randomly observed in the same position of two methods, then the results can be compared and verified. The distribution of A along the ground is shown in Figure 3 The distributions of field are analyzed for different grounding grid sample structures, the results emerge as different at the same position, the conductor distribution condition can be judged through the distribution characteristic of field. Figure 5 shows the differences on two types of grounding grid models, red lines in Figure 5 
Reverse Problem
The reconstructed image was reconstructed using the observed data which are obtained from the analysis of forward problems, and the conductivity was reconstructed preliminarily using the nonlinear damped least square method. Through setting the objective function and solving the Jacobian matrix, two different conductivity samples of different shapes are reconstructed, the size of square sample is 0.03×0.03 and the radius of round is 0.08. The result of reconstruction is shown in Figure 6 . 
Summary
This paper proposes a multiple parameter imaging method for grounding grids aiming at accurate positioning and quantitative evaluation of corrosion and breakpoint for power system grounding grid.
The mathematical physics equations of solving area are established, the electromagnetic field propagation characteristics between grounding grid and the surrounding medium are analyzed. Simulations testifies with different excitation source are also carried out. The result of two methods is put forward in this paper to verify the theoretical derivation and the accuracy of propagation characteristics. The distribution of the field under different sample conditions is analyzed. The reconstruction of electrical conductivity and permittivity are solved by the damped least square method.
